High-pass digital filtration of the 40 Hz response and its relationship to the spectral content of the middle latency and 40 Hz responses.
This study analyzed the effects of high-pass filtration on the 40 Hz response using zero and standard phase shift digital filtration. Filtration effects were compared to the spectral content of the middle latency response (MLR) and 40 Hz response. The spectral composition of the MLR was found to contain major response energy at 10 and 40 Hz. The major energy of the 40 Hz response was at 40 Hz with minor peaks every 40 Hz above the fundamental frequency. The elimination of the 10 Hz response energy in the 40 Hz response was due to cancellation caused by phase differences which occurred in the production of a steady state potential. The reduction was confirmed by the minor amplitude effects created by zero-phase-shift high-phase filtration (cutoff frequency 30 Hz with 36 dB/oct slopes) on the 40 Hz response as compared to the MLR. The only beneficial effect of high-pass filtration was the elimination of the mild undulation of the unfiltered waveform. The major effect of phase-shift high-pass filtration on the 40 Hz response was the displacement of the high frequency ABR from the peak to the descending slope and finally to the trough of the MLR. Shifting of the ABR from the peak of the MLR resulted in amplitude loss which may affect response identification at threshold. The authors recommend minimal high-pass filtration (i.e., less than 12 dB/oct slope and a cutoff frequency less than or equal to 15 Hz) when recording the 40 Hz response. The spectral analysis of the evoked response may be able to predict the optimal rate for eliciting a steady state response in divergent subject populations.